Physical dispersion resulting from anelasticity is investigated from the point of view of linear viscoelastic models and causality relations. It is concluded that inasmuch as Q in the earth's mantle is nearly independent of frequency, at least in the seismic frequency band, a dispersion relation in the form of C(o•) = C(wr)[1 q-(l/•rQm) In (O)/OOr)] must be used for correcting the effect of physical dispersion arising from anelasticity. (Here C(o)) is the phase velocity of either body waves, surface waves, or free oscillations, co is the angular frequency, O) r is the reference angular frequency, and Qm is the path average Q for body waves or Q of a surface wave or a mode of angular frequency co; for surface waves and free oscillations, C(oOr) should be understood as the phase velocity at co computed by using the elastic moduli at co = wr.) The values of Q outside the seismic frequency band affect ma•ly the absolute value of the phase velocity but do not affect significantly the relative dispersion within the seismic frequency band. Even if the microscopic mechanism of attenuation is nonlinear, this dispersion relation can be used if departure from elasticity is relatively small, so that the signal can be approximated by a superposition of propagating harmonic waves. Since surface wave and free oscillation Q is 100-500 for fur!damental modes, a correction of 0.5-1.5% must be made for joint interpretation of body wave and surface wave data. This correction is nearly I order of magnitude larger than the uncertainties associated with these data and are therefore very significant. When this correction is made, the discrepancy between the observed surface wave phase velocities and free oscillation periods and those predicted by the Jeffreys or Gutenberg model becomes much smaller than has p'reviously been considered.
INTRODUCTION
Anelasticity of the earth causes physical dispersion of seismic waves. While the importance of physical dispersion has long been recognized in seismic body wave studies, it has been either ignored or assumed to be negligible in most surface wave and free oscillation studies. The purpose of this paper is to clarify several points which are somewhat obscure in the literature on this subject. This obscurity appears to be partially responsible for the neglect of physical dispersion in surface wave and free oscillation studies. We will show that under conditions prevailing in the earth's interior, physical dispersion has a very significant effect on surface wave phase and group velocities and free oscillation periods. Although this effect has been discussed by Jeffreys [1965 Jeffreys [ , 1967 , Carpenter and Davies [1966] , Davies [1967] , Randall [1976] , and, in more detail, Liu et al. [1976] , we will look at the problem from a different point of view to emphasize further the importance of physical dispersion in surface wave and free oscillation studies.
A number of observations show that the intrinsic quality factor Q in the earth's mantle depends very little upon frequency f at least over the seismic frequency band from 1 Hz to 1 cycle/h [Knopoff, 1964] . Figure 1 , which is constructed from Jackson and Anderson [1970] , demonstrates this situation. Although a variation of a factor of 2 or 3 may exist, no obvious trend is seen, except that Q, may increase at frequencies higher than about 1 Hz. We accept this frequency independence of Q over most of the seismic band and use it as the basis of the following discussion. It should be stressed, however, that the existence and importance of physical dispersion do not depend on the exact constancy of Q. As we will show, it is only where Q varies as f or f-x that one can argue that physical dispersion may be unimportant. In this situation, however, the Q is in general very large, and the material is very nearly elastic. As we will show, the observed Q of the earth is inconsistent with these requirements in both magnitude and frequency depenCopyright ¸ 1977 by the American Geophysical Union.
dence. The earth therefore cannot be treated as an infinitesimal perturbation from a purely elastic body. Lack of appreciation of this point has led some authors to propose a nonlinear mechanism of attenuation. This is unnecessary. Laboratory data on metals, oxides, and salts over broad ranges of temperature, frequency, and attenuation are adequately explained with linear theories. There appear to be three major reasons for the neglect of physical dispersion:
1. For a simple damped linear harmonic oscillator the inclusion of an infinitesimal attenuation • changes the natural frequency of the system from co to co(1 -C•), where C is a constant. Since • •, Q-X, the effect can be ignored for Q > 100, a typical value in the earth's mantle.
2. Knopoff and MacDonald [1958] showed that the inclusion of infinitesimal attenuation in a linear system results in Q which is proportional to odd powers of frequency; therefore a constant Q model (i.e., Q • coo) is inconsistent with a linear system. This led Knopoff and We will show, using a linear model, that while all of the above arguments are correct, they do not directly apply to the situation in the earth's mantle. Lomnitz [1957] also showed from quite general considerations that dispersion must accompany absorption.
LINEAR VISCOELASTIC MODEL
The behavior of anelastic solids can be most conveniently described with a linear viscoelastic body. In the present discussion we follow the notation and the definition of Gross [1953] .
For a purely elastic solid the stress a and strain a relation is given by a = Eoa, where Eo is the elastic modulus. If we consider a step function application of strain a(t) = H(t) (where H(t) is the Heaviside step function), the stress is given by a(t) = EoH(t).
For a viscoelastic solid the response to a step strain application can be expressed as (6), the above argument is valid only qualitatively. However, it is important to note that to obtain a nearly frequency-independent Q requires departure from elasticity beyond the infinitesimal range, so that inferences from infinitesimal theories such as points 1 and 2 mentioned in the introduction are not relevant to the problems of the earth's mantle. When Q is constant or nearly so, the fractional change in the phase velocity is proportional to Q-1 rather than Q-o. predicted by infinitesimal theories. This is implicit in the work of Lomnitz [1957] , whose model gives a slightly frequency-dependent Q. The necessity for introducing a spectrum of relaxation times or a superposition of absorption mechanisms is not unique to seismology. Laboratory measurements of attenuation, even on relatively pure materials, usually show a broader absorption peak than can be explained by a single relaxation time. A different relaxation spectrum, a log normal distribution, has been studied at length [Nowick and Berry, 1961 ] to explain broad regions of nearly constant Q in metals.
a(t) = EoH(t) + •'(t) where xi,(t) is

CONSTANT Q MODEL
The relaxation function for the model introduced in this section can be obtained by using (7) 
RELATION TO FUTTERMAN'S DISPERSION RELATION
Futterman's [1962] relation was derived from the KramersKr6nig causality relations together with the condition that the phase velocity approaches Co (denoted as C in the paper by Futterman [1962] ) in the low-frequency limit. His relation gives higher phase and group velocities in an attenuating medium than in a nonattenuating medium. This apparent para-'dox appears to have partially hindered the use of this dispersion relation in surface wave and free oscillation studies where the absolute arrival time is the major concern. We will show that this paradox does not constitute a real physical implausibility but is a result of the arbitrary assumption that C0 is the reference elastic velocity. This point was recently discussed by Savage [1976] . The Kramers-Kr6nig causality relations result from the physical requirement that the response of a linear system to a transient input should not precede the time of the application of the input, say to. It is important to note that the causality relations alone do not specify when the response should start; it can start at any time after to. In terms of the linear viscoelastic model discussed in the preceding section this situation corresponds to specifying only the relative dispersion relation but not the absolute velocity. In other words, the causality relations determine a group of curves having a common relative dispersion relation but not a single curve. In order to determine a unique dispersion curve a reference velocity must be set at a certain frequency co = cor. Suppose we consider a group of linear viscoelastic models which have a common Qm -x, s•, and so. but different Ca (phase velocity at infinite frequency). Curves 1 and 2 in Figure 5 show the dispersion curves for two of these models. Although the material behaves elastically at both very high and very low frequencies, since Q-• -• 0, the response at high frequencies represents the instantaneous response and therefore corresponds to the more common interpretation of elastic behavior. Also, since ideal elastic behavior is only approached at very low temperatures, the correspondence between temperature and frequency for activated processes indicates that the high-frequency limit should be taken as the elastic reference value. The activated process assumption is consistent with our simple model, since the viscosity of the dashpot varies exponentially as temperature. Of course at absolute zero the viscosity is infinite, and the high-and low-frequency elastic properties are the same. However, an increase in temperature will leave the high-frequency limit unchanged, since the dashpot does not have time to respond, but the system is less stiff for low frequencies, and therefore the velocity decreases.
EFFECT OF Q OUTSIDE THE SEISMIC FREQUENCY BAND
We have shown that a constant Q over the seismic frequency Strictly speaking, the above derivation is valid only for a linear system in which the propagation of a signal can be expressed as a linear superposition of plane waves in the form of (16). There is no evidence that the value of Q in the earth's mantle depends on the wave amplitude. Also, the similarity of wave forms between near-vertical multiple ScS (S wave reflected from the core-mantle boundary) phases strongly suggests that no drastic distortion of wave form, other than the exponential decay, occurs during propagation. These obse?vations suggest that even if the microscopic mechanism of attenuation is nonlinear, the propagation of the signal can be approximated by a superposition of plane waves in the form of (16), and therefore the dispersion relation (15) holds with good approximation.
Thus inasmuch as Q-•(w) is nearly constant in the seismic frequency band, the conclusion that seismic signals should exhibit a physical dispersion in the form of (15) In the late 1950's to early 1960's the first accurate measurements of long-period mantle surface waves and free oscillations were made, and introduction of digital computers made it possible to compute dispersion curves and free oscillation periods for various earth models. A significant difference was then discovered between the observed velocities or periods and those computed for the classic Jeffreys and Gutenberg models (Figures 7 and 8) . Attempts to remove this discrepancy resulted in the later development of geophysical inversion theories. However, these classic models were based on short-period body waves, and therefore they should not be compared directly with the long-period surface wave and free oscillation data. It is necessary to apply corrections resulting from physical dispersion to the phase velocities or periods calculated for structures determined with body waves. Carpenter and Davies [1966] and Davies [1967] pointed out the importance of physical dispersion in surface wave problems and discussed the compatibility of surface wave and body wave data. Since detailed discussions are made in Liu et al. [1976] , only a brief account is made in the following discussion. Since the surface wave Q is relatively low, about 100 at short periods and several hundreds at long periods, the effect of physical dispersion becomes very important in inversion studies.
